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TO THE MEMORY OF CHIAKI NAGASAKA 
The conjecture on missing trace values for the eta multipliers by Asai is proved. 
The eta multiplier of u E S&(Z) depends only on its conjugacy class in S&(Z) if 
tr(a) > 2, and the proof is based on the well-k%own formula of the eta multipliers 
(due to Hermite, Mertens, etc.) and the study of conjugacy classes in .SL?(Z). 
( 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let q(z) be the Dedekind eta function. For CJ E SL,(Z), the eta multiplier 
E(G) is the 24th root of unity given by 
E(D) = do,-) (q; I;>>I (cz + d)“2 q(z) 
where the square root (cz + d)“* is chosen so that - 71/2 d 
arg(cz + d)“* < 7r/2. The function E: SL,(Z) + ,u~~ has been much studied 
and has many interesting properties; for instance, E* is a homomorphism 
from %5,(Z) to pIZ (and in fact represents an isomorphism from the 
abelianization of SL,(Z) to p,*) and E itself is a conjugacy invariant for cr 
with tr(a) > 2. Some recent work of Nagasaka [3] and Asai [ 1 ] suggests 
that one should look at the following question: for which integer s and 24th 
roots of unity < is there an element rs E SL,(Z) with tr(a) = s and E(O) = [? 
Because E is only interesting for hyperbolic elements, we can assume that 
s > 2; we also write c = en”“* with I E Z/242. Our main result, which we 
describe now, is a proof of Asai’s conjecture giving a complete description 
of the restrictions on s for given 1. 
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There is a formula for E(CJ) expressed in terms of Dedekind sums. Some 
calculations by means of this formula show the trace of an element 0 with 
E(c) = p”‘2 must satisfy certain congruences depending on the g.c.d. of I 
and 12 (cf. [ 1, Proposition] ), namely 
2x1 *SE0 (mod 2) 
211,4{1*s= 1 (mod 4) s/2= 1 (mod4), or s/2= 7 (mod 8) 
411 *s-3 (mod 4) s/2-3 (mod4), or s/2- 1 (mod 8) 
3;(1 JSZ +l (mod 3) 
311 *SE0 (mod 3) or SE ?2 (mod 9) (0.1) 
Let W, denote the set of all integers s > 2 satisfying (0.1). We call s a mis- 
sing trace value for 1 ifs E W, but s is not the trace of an element cr E X,(Z) 
with s(a) = eni1’12, and denote by S, the set of all such values. Of course, S, 
depends only on 1 (mod 24); also S,= S, since ~(0~ ‘)=E(c))’ and 
tr(c-‘) = tr(a). Hence there are only 13 sets S, to be determined. To state 
the result, we introduce the following notations. For a 16 and i = f 1, we 
set 
s=an’+2~1.~>2,pIn~p=2, 3or 
We also write A),,*’ for the subset of A,, consisting of s satisfying some sub- 
set (*) of the following seven congruence conditions: 
(a) s & 2 (mod 64) (d) s=2 (mod 9), 
(b) s f 14 (mod 16). (e) s-7 (mod 9), 
(c) s & 46 (mod 64), 07 s = 7 (mod 27), 
(g) s-20 (mod27). 
For example, At’)= {3n’+2ln & +6, +22(mod48),pIn*p=2, 3 or 
p- f 1 (mod 12)). We also set E = A , n A 3 ; this set is much thinner that 
the sets A:,* ) (the number of elements dx in E is @log x), while the num- 
ber in each A$.,*’ is asymptotic to c(x/log x)“~ if la # 1 and to cx”’ if 
la = 1, where c > 0 is a constant depending on A, a, and (*)). With these 
notations, we have 
THEOREM 0.1. The sets S, are given by 
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s2 = s, = 0 S,=Ap,uA$R’ 
&=A:” S,,, = A’!; u A:“’ 
&=A’,“.d’ S,,=A,uAp,uA, 
S,=A2uE S,, = A’“$‘u A’,“‘. 
This theorem was stated as a conjecture by Asai [ 11, except that he had 
( 14) instead of E; this is not surprising since Asai’s computation was based 
on numerical work and the second smallest element of E is 
203979811698418092795843854. (In the notation of [l], A?;” = A, 
A?‘!=B, A:“=C, AI”.“‘=D, A,=E, Ap,=F, A,=G, A’“‘,=H, A-,=1, 
Ap’=J, A’f\=K, Ay)=L, AFf’)=M, A{“)=N). We remark that the “if 
part of Nagasaka’s conjecture in [2] is a consequence of our theorem, but 
the “only if’ part is still open. 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 is based on the well-known formula (due to 
Hermite, Mertens, etc., cf. (1.2)) and is in essence quite simple, but the 
complicated statement of the theorem and the many cases to be considered 
make the details rather messy. We therefore sketch the idea here in the sim- 
plest case, when (1, 6) = 1, i.e., we are looking for ATE S&(Z) with E(O) a 
primitive 24th root of unity. The first step is a reduction: we show that any 
such element or its inverse is conjugate in LX,(Z) to a matrix (z 5;) with 
c > 0 square-free and prime to 6. For such a matrix the formula (1.2) takes 
the simple form 
or, writing P’(n)“2 for s(0), 0 = (: I;), 
I(a)rc(~-3)+ 12v (mod24), (0.2) 
where s = a + d is the trace and v(mod 2) is determined by (d/c) = (- 1)‘. 
Conversely, given a positive square-free integer c prime to 6, and an integer 
s, the necessary and sufftcient condition that we can complete (;, 1) to a 
matrix (“JIM ;) E XL,(Z) is that the equation 
d’-sd+ 1 =O (mode) (0.3) 
has a solution, i.e., that 
s2-4 ( > - =0 or 1, P (0.4) 
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for all primes pJ c. If c satisfies this, then the value of (d/c) is the same for 
all solutions d of (0.3), since for p satisfying (0.4) the two solutions of 
d* - sd + 1 = 0 (mod p) are reciprocals of each other and hence have the 
same Legendre symbol (d/p). Hence v in (0.2) depends only on c; we 
denote it by v, . Our problem then becomes: given /(prime to 6) and s > 2, 
when can we find a product c of distinct primes p > 3 satisfying (0.4) such 
that Eq. (0.2) holds with v = v,.? Clearly a necessary condition is that s - 3 
is prime to 6 or s z +2 (mod 6), in accordance with (0.1). Assume that this 
is satisfied, i.e., that SE W,. Then the only way that (0.2) can fail to have a 
solution is if the condition (0.4) on the prime divisors of c restricts the 
possible values~~of c (mod 24) or if the value of v(. (mod 2) is somehow 
correlated to the value of c (mod 24). The first possibility will arise if the 
square-free part of sz - 4 is a divisor of 6. For instance, if 
s’-4= 12k2, p/k*p=2,3 or p= + 1 (mod 12), (0.5) 
then every prime > 3 satisfying (0.4), and hence also c, is congruent to f 1 
(mod 12). Since (0.5) implies s- 3 z + 1 (mod 12), we see that (0.2) implies 
1~ f 1 (mod 12), i.e., any solution of (0.5) is a missing trace value for I= 5 
and I = 7. However, the solutions of (0.5) with s = 2 (mod 12) are exactly 
the set E and the solutions with s = 4 (mod 12) are exactly the intersection 
of AZ and A 6, and both sets are very thin (solutions of a Pell’s equation). 
To get bigger sets of exceptional values, replace the condition s’ - 4 = un’ 
(a 16) by the same condition on one of its factors s f 2. Then the square- 
free part of s’- 4 is arbitrary, so the condition (0.4) on the prime divisors 
of c does not restrict c (mod 24); instead, the value of v, (mod 2) is now 
related to the value c (mod 24). Indeed, 
so (d/p) = (a/p) for any prime plan satisfying (0.4). For p 1 n we have 
instead (d/p)= (s/2/p) = (f l/p). It follows that if s=an2f2 and 
( *a/p) = 1 for all p > 3 dividing n, then ( - 1 )‘I = (a/c) for any allowable c, 
and this means that v,. is determined by c (mod 24). Trying all 8 possible 
values for c, we find that for s of this form certain values of 1 cannot occur 
in (0.2), and this is the desired conclusion. 
After some preparations on eta multipliers and conjugacy classes in 
5X,(Z), we prove Theorem 0.1 in Section 2. 
The author would like to express hearty thanks to Professor T. Asai for 
introducing him to this conjecture and to Professor D. Zagier for useful 
suggestions. 
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1. ETA MULTIPLIERS AND CONJUGACY CLASSES IN Z,(Z) 
We recall some facts on eta multipliers (cf. [4, 53). For z in the complex 
upper half plane, put 
Then it holds for cr = (; I;) E SL,(Z) 
L(c) = L(z) + $iog(cz + d) + j+l(o), 
with an integer U(C), where log(cz + d) = log ( CL” + dl + i arg(cz + d), 
--71< arg(cz + d) < rr. We have exp(L(z)) = q(z) and ((0) G u(o) (mod 24). 
For 0, let x(a) = c if c # 0 and x(a) = d if c = 0. Then we have 
u(u, u2) = u(u,) + u(a2) + 12rz(a,, az) for 0,) o2 E SL,(Z), (1.1) 
where ~(a,,~2) = (sgnx(a,)+sgnx(a,)-sgnx(a,a,)-sgnx(a,)x(a,) 
~(a,a,))/4. For (T with c>O, we have the formula 
hd(l--c*)+c(tr(a)-3)+6 
(0 > 
c’ -1 , c odd 
l(o) = 
Ml -d’)+d(h-c)+3(d- Il:6((+), do&l (“*) 
Let f(.u) = .Y’ - ss + 1. For integers m # 0, n, put 
M.,(w n) = ( 
s - n -f(n)/m 
m 1 n ’ 
Then tr(M.,(m, n)) = s and M,Y(m, n) E SL,(Z) if and only if 
f(n) = 0 (mod m), Let s = tr(o). Then 0 = M,Y(c, d) if c # 0. 
LEMMA 1.1. (1) For a=(; $), tr(a)>2, it holds 
f(a)= -l(a-I)= -I(( “, ;b)). 
(2) If tr(a) > 2, f(~~‘ay) = f(a) for y E SL,(Z). 
ProoJ: We note bc # 0 if tr(a) > 2. From (l.l), it follows 
~(a~‘)= -u(a) and u(--(~)=~(0)+6.sgnc. The assertion (1) is an easy 
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consequence of this and ( 1.2). Let T = (A ‘1) and S = (y -A). To prove (2), it 
is enough to verify it for T and S. By virtue of (1.1 ), we obtain 
?I( T-m) = u(a), 
u(S-‘as) = 
i 
U(G) + 3( 1 - sgn d)(sgn b + sgn c), d#O 
v(a)+3(1 fsgnb)(l +sgnc), d=O. 
Hence u(S’aS)=u(a) if d>O or d=O. If d<O,f(d)>O and sgnbc= 
sgn( -f(d))= - 1. Hence u(S’rrS)= U(C) holds also in this case. This 
proves (2). 
LEMMA 1.2. For v E SL,(Z), there exists (T f) E SL,( Z), which is con- 
jugate to a with respect to SL,(Z) and satisfies 
u,(b), u,(a-d)>u,(c) for p =2 and 3, (1.3) 
where up is the p-adic valuation of Z, normalized as u,,(p) = 1. 
Proof. By the diagonal embedding, we consider SL,(Z) as a subgroup 
of GL,(Z,) x GL,(Z,). By Theorem 2.3 of Hijikata [2], there exists 
([T*, ~,)ESL,(Z,) x SL,(Z,) which is conjugate to CJ with respect to 
GL,(Z,) x GL,(Z,) and satisfies 
u,(b,), up(ap- d,,)> o,,(c,,) for p = 2, 3, 
where op=(; 2). Since GL,(Z,)=U,,=+,,k,SL2(Z,)Z,“(; p) and 
G-M%) = Urn= +, SL,(Z,) Z;(: ‘2 we may assume (g2, e3) is conjugate 
to 0 with respect to SL2(Z2) x SL,(Z,). Our assertion follows from this 
and the fact that SL,(Z) is dense in SL,(Z,) x SL,(Z,). 
We note if 0 satisfies (1.3), fl ’ also satisfies it. We will see later (cf. 
Remark 1.12( 1)) for 0 with c > 0, there exists cr’ = (;: “,I) E SL,(Z) with 
c’ > 0 such that tr(a) = tr(o’) and /(a’) = -l(o). Hence by Lemma 1.1( 1) to 
determine missing trace values, we may assume (1.3) and c > 0. We write 
o - CT’ if cr’ = T”aT m for an integer m. We see CT - cr’ is equivalent to that 
c = c’ and d E d’ (mod c). If cs - cr’ and 0 satisfies (1.3), (T’ also satisfies 
(1.3). 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let D = s2 - 4 and let D, be the discriminant oj 
a(&). Assume (T satisfies (1.3). Then 
(1) if3’7c, 9”lD hences- +2 (mod9”) and2d=s (mod3”); 
(2) if(s,2)=1, (C,2)=1, 
(3 ) if 2” 1 c, 2*“’ 1 D/D, and 2d = s (mod 2”); 
(4) if221c, drs/2 (mod 2*). 
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Proof. The assertions (1) (2), and (3) easily follow from (1.3). Assume 
22\c. Then by (3), sr2d(mod 2*) and $2~ 1 (mod 2). Hence D is 
divided by 25. Since f(d)= (d-s/2)*- D/4=0 (mod 24), we obtain 
d E s/2 (mod 22). 
By means of (1.2) and the fact that pz = 1 (mod 24) for p prime to 6, 
2”-2”-*=O(mod24) for u>5 and 3“-3”-‘~0 (mod24) for u>3, we 
can easily prove 
LEMMA 1.4. Assume CJ satisfies ( 1.3) and c > 0. Put c = 2”3”N with N 
prime to 6. 
(1) Ifp21Nforaprimep, I(o)=l((&f’?)). 
(2) Ifz.425, f(rr)=f(($p 2:“)). 
(3) Ifo33, l(a)=1(($2 3:“)). 
By the above lemma, to examine missing trace values, we may assume (T 
satisfies (1.3) and the first condition of 
c = 2”3”N with u < 4, v d 2 and a square-free N prime to 6. 
(d,3)=1,andd=l (mod4)ifu=l. (1.4) 
By considering conjugates by T”‘, we may also assume the second con- 
dition of (1.4). 
If 0 satisfies (1.3) and (1.4) in (1.2), bd(1 -c’)=O (mod24) if u=O and 
ac( 1 -d2) ~0 (mod 24) if u>, 1. Let cr= M,(2”3”N, d) and assume (T 
satisfies (1.3), ( 1.4). Let cg = 2”3’ and let d, be an integer such that 
d=d,(mod2”‘3”‘) for u’=max(u,3) and o’=max(u, 1). Put (r,,= 
do). Then tr(a,) = tr(a) = s and o0 satisfies (1.3), (1.4). We define ~1, 
f1+!&4Z by 
p=cJs-3) for u=O, 
a=3(d0-1)+6((G)-1), P=do((-f(do)/co)-co) for ~21. 
Since (N/ldj)=(d/N) or (-d/N) according as d = 1 or 3 (mod 4), by ( 1.2) 
and Corollary 1.3(4), we obtain 
400) = a + A 
jN(a+U)+b(($)-1) if u<l,oruB2and 
(1.5) 
[(a)= ( s/2 = 1 (mod 4) 
[a+fiN+6((~~-1) if ua2ands/2-3 (mod4). 
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For a divisor i of 12, let 
Xi= {kZ/2421(I, 12)=iJ, 
namely X,=(2/242)‘, A’,= { f2, &-121, A’,= { f3, f9}, A’,= 
(_+4, rfr8},X~={$6},andX,~={0,12}.Thenby(1.5)weseel(o,)~Xiif 
I(cT)EX;. 
Remark 1.5. If u6 1 or 2.4>2 and d,= 1 (mod4), UEX~~ and if a>2 
and d,-3 (mod4), TEXT. 
To describe the relation between f(a,) and I(a), we consider the group 
G = (Z/242)” x { f 1 ), which acts on Z/242 by 
(a, b) x = ax + 6(b - 1) for (a, h) E G and x E Zj24Z. 
Let p be a prime which divides N. Since -f(d) E 0 (mod p), p 1 D or 
(D/p) = 1, and the value (d/p) depends only on p. Let A4 be a positive 
square-free integer prime to 6, which satisfies f(t) = 0 (mod M) for an 
integer 5. We denote by g, and gk the elements of G given by (M, (t/M)) 
and (M, ( - c/M)), respectively. Then these are well defined and (1.5) can 
be written as I(o) =g,(cl +B) and I(cr) = CI +ghp. We note g, gN = 
g,,, s’M s’N = AN if (M NJ = 1. 
Conversely, we start with o,,. Let N be a square-free positive integer 
whose prime divisors p satisfy (p, 6) = 1 and p ( D or (D/p) = 1. Then there 
exists d such that d-d, (mod 2”‘3”‘) and J‘(d)=0 (mod N). Put 
r~= M,J2”3”, d). Then tr(a) = tr(a,), I(~)EX~ if I(o,) E Xi, and (T satisfies 
(1.3) and (1.4). This proves 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let Z, (resp. Z:) be the subgroup of G consisting of g, 
(resp. g)M) such that each prime divisor p of M satisfies (p, 6) = 1, (D/p) = 1, 
and T, (resp. T:) that of G consisting of g, (resp. gh) such that each prime 
divisor p of M satisfies (p, 6) = 1, p 1 D. For cO = 2”3”, u < 4, v < 2, and d,, 
assume c,,= M,(co, d,) satisfies (1.3) and (1.4). Let L(c,, d,) be the subset 
of Z/242 consisting of l(M,(c, N, d)) such that M,$(c,N, d) satisfies (1.3), 
(1.4) and d= d, (mod 2”‘3”‘), where u’ = max(3, u), v’ = max( 1, v). Then one 
has 
UC,, 4,) = 
T.yZ,(a+p) if u< 1, or ub2 and s/2= 1 (mod 4) 
a + TSZ:.p if u > 2 ands/2 = 3 (mod 4). 
On the existence of B such that tr(a) = s E W, and I(a) E Xi for i = (f, 12) 
we have 
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PROPOSITION 1.7. Let i=2”3” and SE W, with i= (I, 12). 
(1) For LT = M,(2”3”, d) satisfying (1.3), (1.4), Z(a) E Xi if and onZy if 
0 ifm=O,m=l and s-1 (mod4),orm=2and 
se3 (mod4) 
1 ifm=l and s/2=1 (mod4), or m=2and 
s/2 = 3 (mod 4) 
2 2 ifm=l and s/2=7 (mod8), or m=2,and 
\ s/2 = 1 (mod 8) 
and 
0 if n=O, or n=l and 31s 
v= 
21 if n=l and SE L-2 (mod 9). 
(2) For i and s, let a, v be the smallest integer satisfying the above con- 
dition, and let c=2”3”. Choose d so that d=l ifc-1, 2d=s (mod3) if 
~=l, dsl(mod4) ifu=l, and d-s/2 (mod4) ifu=2. Then M,(c,d) 
satisfies (1.3), (1.4), and I(M,(c, d)) E X,. 
Proof: For CT satisfying (1.3), (1.4) by (1.2) we have 
c(s-3) u=o 
d(b - c) (mod 4) u=l 
3(d- 1) u 2 2, 
I(a)= zbec) (mod 3) v=O, (d, 3)= 1 
v3 1. 
We see for U= 1, l(a)=2 (mod4)0b(= -f(d)/c)=O(mod4)0~/2= 
drl (mod4)andforu~2I(a)~3(~/2-1)(mod4).Ifv=Oand(d,3)=1, 
(b - c)( = -f(d)/2”- 2”) = 0 (mod 3) o s 5 0 (mod 3). We can deduce our 
assertion easily from this. 
COROLLARY 1.8. &=a. 
In the rest of this section, we study G and its subgroups. By direct 
calculations, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 1.9. (1) The orbit decomposition of Z/242 by G is given by 
A’, u X, u X, u A’, u X, u X,, (disjoint). 
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(2) For 1 E Xi, let Gj he the stability group of 1. Then 
((1, l), (13, -l)), i= 1 
((1, 11, (7, -113 (13, l), (19, -l)), i=2 
((1, 11, (5, -11, (13, -113 (17, l)), i=3 
G;= ( ((1, 11, (7, l), (13, 1h (17, l)), i=4 
((1, 11, (5, 11, (7, -I), (11, -I), 
(13, 0 (17, I), (19, -11, (23, -11)~ i=6 
{(a, l)laE(Z/24Z)~y}, i= 12. 
For a positive integer M, we define subgroups Z(M) and Z’(M) of G by 
We see Z(M) = Z’(M) = G if Q(a) is different from Q, Q(d), Q(a) 
and 0(&h 
PROPOSITION 1.10. For A = + 1, let D, = s - 23,. Then one has 
Z,=Z(D,)nZ(D~m,), Z:=Z’(D,)nZ’(D -,). 
Proof: We give a proof only for Z,s. The case of Z: can be treated in the 
same way. Let e be a unit of F= Q(fi) such that f(e) =0 and let 
K = (,,h). Choose & so that &,,I?= 1, where e’ is the conjugate of e. 
Then ($+J’?)‘=s+2=D~,, (&+@)‘=s-2-D,, and K con- 
tains F, F, = Q(&,) and F , = Q(K). Let p be a prime which 
decomposes in F, and < an integer such that f(t) E 0 (mod p). Then we see 
(ii=1 *(5+?(!+++ 
where p = pp’ in F and (K/F/p) is the Artin symbol of p. Hence for g, E Z,?, 
(D,~P) = (D -dP) and g,EZ(D,)nZ(D-~,). This shows Z,cZ(Dl)n 
Z(D _ ,). Conversely, first we prove if both of F, and F , are different from 
Q(&) f or a=l, 2,3 and 6, then Z,=G hence Z,=Z(D,)nZ(D-,). 
Since (Dl, D-,)14, there exist primes I, and Ez such that I, # 12, (1,12, 6)= 1 
and I, 1 D,, I2 1 D-, . Therefore, for (m, p) E G, we can choose a prime q 
such that m z q (mod 24) and (D,/q) = (D. Jq) = p. Since (D/q) = 
(D,/q)(D-,/q)= 1, (m, P)EZ,. Next assume Q(fi)=Q(&) for a= 1, 
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2, 3, or 6. In the definition of Z(M), we may assume m’s are primes. If 
g= (p, (D,/p)) = (q, (D-,lq)) for primes p, q, then p E q (mod 24), and 
(DJq)=(D,lP)=(D-i/q). H ence (D/q) = 1 and g E Z,. This completes the 
proof. 
In the course of the proof, we showed 
COROLLARY 1.11. !f {F,, Fp,)n {Q,Q($), Q(,bL Q(fi)}=0, 
Z,, = Z;. = G. 
Remark 1.12. (l)Z,3(-1, l)(resp.Z:(-1, -1)) and (-1, l)(tl+fl’) 
=-(cc+/?)ifuQl,oru32ands/2=1 (mod4)(resp.or+(-1, -l)B’= 
-(a + 8’) if u > 2 and s/2 = 3 (mod 4)). 
(2) If Z(M) nZ(N) = Z(a) for a= 1,2,3 or 6, Z(M) or Z(N) is 
Z(u). If Z(a) n Z(b)= Z(u’) nZ(b’) for u, 6, a’, b’E { 1, 2, 3, 6}, then 
(Z(4, Z(b)} = {ZW), Z(b’)). 
If f(d) = 0 (modp) for a prime p such that p I D and (p, 6) = 1, then 
2d=s (modp). For A = f 1, let T,y,j. (resp. c..,) be the subgroup of T, 
(resp. T:) generated by (p, (2x/p)) (resp. ( p, ( - 2s/p))) for primes p dividing 
(s - 21) and satisfying (p, 6) = 1. Then T, = T,,, T,, _, and T’, = c,, c,-, . 
PROPOSITION 1.13. Assume s - 2A = un* for a = 1,2, 3 or 6 and an 
integern. ThenZ(D,)xT,~, (resp.Z’(D;)xT:,-,),undZ(D,)r>T,., (resp. 
Z’(D,)I T(,,,) if and on@ if (al/p)= 1 f or all prime numbers p dividing 
(s - 2;1) and prime to 6. 
Proojl If pl (s + 2;1), then 2s = an2 (modp). Hence (2s/p) = (u/p) and 
(p, (2s/p)) is contained in Z(u) = Z(D,). For p 1 (s - 21), (28/p) = (u/p) if 
and only if (al/p) = 1, since 2s E 1 (mod p). The case of Z’(D,) can be 
treated in the same way. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 
In this section, we prove Theorem 0.1. We use the same notation as in 
Section 1. We note IV,= Wr if (I, 12) = (I’, 12). 
2.1. The Case of A’, 
To determine missing trace values for I E X1, by Proposition 1.7 we may 
assume c0 in Proposition 1.6 is equal to 1 hence I(o,) = s - 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let SE W,. 
(1) IZ,/Z,nG,I =4-Z,=Z(2), Z(6), Z(l)nZ(2), Z(l)nZ(6), 
Z(2)nZ(3), or Z(l)nZ(3). 
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fn that case, one has 
1 
Z(2) if z, cZ(2), 
Z.,G, = Z(6) !f &c-36), 
{(a, +l)(a- 41 (mod 12)} otherwise. 
(2) IZ,/Z,nG,I=2oZ.,=Z(2)nZ(6). 
In that case, one has 
(2 lfz, 3 T,, 
I 4 ifZ(2) 2 T, andZ(6) $ T,s, or / T,Z,/T,Z, n G, / = Z(2) ~5 T,y andZ(6) 3 T,v, 
\8 .f Z(2) $ T,, andZ(6) 5 T,,. 
ProofY We note Z(2), Z(6)1G, and Z(l), Z(3) 5 G,. The case 
Z, = Z(3) n Z(6) does not occur, because (s, 3) = 1. All assertions except 
the last one follow easily from these remarks. If Z,V = Z(2) n Z( 6), { Z(D, ), 
Z(L,)) = (Z(2), Z(6)}. Since Z(D,)x T+, and Z(&,)=J T,,, by 
Proposition 1.13, the condition Z(2) 5 T,s and Z( 6) $ T, implies Z(D, ) 5 
T,s,, and Z(D ~ ,) 5 T ,s,-, Hence Z, rs = G and 1 T,Z,/T,sZ, n G, I = 8. 
We see Z(D-,)=Z(l), Z(D,)=Z(3) if Z,=Z(l)nZ(3), and 
Z(D ~ 1) = Z(6), Z(D ,) = Z(2) if Z, = Z(2) A Z(6). By the above lemma and 
Proposition 1.6, for s E W, , s is a missing trace value if and only if s 
satisfies one of the following conditions; 
Z(D-,)=Z(2) and Z(Dm,)~T,,os~A’:\; 
zw, I= Z(2) and Z(D,) =) T,-=sE A,; 
Z(Dp,)=Z(6) and Z(D~,)~T.,~SEA-,; 
Z(D,)=Z(6) and Z(D,)x T,*sE A,; 
Z(Dm,)=Z(l), Z(D,)=Z(3), and Z,sG1 II T,vose E. 
WeseeZ,(s-3)is (*5, $-llj ifsEA?\, {*I, +5j ifsEA,, {+l, &7) 
if seA,-A2nA-,, (kl, +5> if sEAmh-A2nAp, and {fl, +ll) if 
s E E, respectively. If s E A ,nA 6, Z,(s-3)= ( + l}. From this we obtain 
S,=A(“,,S,=A,UE,S,=A(P)ZUA_~~A~~E~~~S,,=A,UA~,UA,. 
We note A, n A ..6 3 4, 14282150107684. 
2.2. The Case of X2 
Let cz, /I be as in Proposition 1.6. By Remark 1.5, for s E Wz, 
C( + p E X, o p E X, if s/2 E 7 (mod 8), o p E X, otherwise. Since Gz c Z(3), 
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G,{(l, l), (-1, I)> =2(3) and G, ~2’(3), G&l, 11, (-4 -1)}=2’(3), 
we can verify in the former case 1 ZI./Z: n G4 I< 1 G/G, ] o Z: c Z’(3) and 
then Z:G, = Z’(3), Q + Z:j?= { +(a + fi)). In the latter case, we see 
1 Z,/Z,Y n G, I< 1 G/G, I o Z, c Z(3), and then Z,Gz = Z(3), Z,(cr + fi) = 
{M+B)}. Th ere f ore, if s is a missing trace value, s = 3n2 + 21 for 1 = + 1 
and p = 2, 3, or (31/p) = 1 for p 1 n. For s of this form, we calculate 
I( M,(c,, d,)) for all possible cO, do. We note I(M,(c, d))=I(M,(c, d’)) if 
d = d’ (mod c). If s is of this form, s E W,. By Prop. 1.7, s is a missing trace 
value unless s/2 = 7 (mod 8). Since I(M,( 1, 1)) = -2 for s = 1 (mod 4) and 
I(M,,(2, 1)) = s/2 - 3 = 2 for s/2 = 1 (mod 4), SE S,, in these cases. The con- 
dition s/2 = 7 (mod 8) is equivalent to that u,(n)>2 (resp. u*(n) = 1) if 
1. = - 1 (resp. 1). We must consider the cases c0 = 4, 8, 16. By 
Corollary 1.3(4), d-s/2 (mod 4). For c,,=4, we have 
QM.,(4, s/2)) = QM,(4, - 1 )I 
I 
2 if i,=l, 
= 10 if 1=-l and v2(n) = 2, 
-2 if A=-1 and uz(n) > 3. 
First assume A = 1. Then ~~(0) = 6. Hence by Corollary 1.3(3), it suffices to 
consider the case co = 8. Since d-s/2 (mod 4), d = s/2 (mod 8) or 
d=s/2 +4 (mod 8). If d=s/2 (mod 8) M,(8, d)- M,(8, s/2) = cSg2 -$i”). 
But M,s(8, s/2) does not satisfy (1.3). If dr s/2 + 4 (mod 8), 
M,V(8, d)-M,(8, -5), and M,Y(8, -5) satisfies (1.3)of( -5)-O (mod 64) 
and s+ 10-O (mod 8)os = 46 (mod 64). For such s, we have 
I(M,(8, d)) = 10. Hence we obtain Ay)( c Slo). Let 1, = - 1. We see 
[(M&8, -5))=2 if u,(n)=2, QM,?(16, 7))= 10 if u,(n)=3, and 
I(M,( 16, - 1)) = 10 if u2(n) > 4. Hence if u2(n) 2 2, s is not a missing trace 
value. We see n & 0 (mod 4) o s( = 3n2 - 2) & 14 (mod 16) i.e., s satisfies 
(b). Thus we obtain Sz = 0 and S,, = A?: u A:“). 
2.3. The Case of X3 
By Proposition 1.7, we may take u = 0 and v = 0, 1, or 2. Since G3 c Z(2) 
and G,((l, l), (-1, 1)}=2(2), we see IZ,/Z,nG31<IG/G310 
Z., c Z(2), and then Z,G, = Z(2), Z(2)(a + B) = { f (a + /3)}. Therefore, 
.F = 2n2 + 2A and p = 2, 3 or (21/p) = 1 for p ) n if s is a missing trace value. 
We can easily verify 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume s E 2~ (mod 9*) for p = f 1. Let d be an integer 
such that d=p(mod9), andd=l (mod4) ifual. Zfkf,(2”9,d)~SL,(Z), 
one has 
if p= 1, 
31(M,(2”3, d)) + 12 if p=-1. 
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If A= -1, 31s or s- -2 (mod9). If 3/s, u=O by Proposition 1.7 and s 
is a missing trace value. If s E - 2 (mod 9), u = 1 or 2 and by the above 
lemma, 1(M,(9, d)) = + Z(M,(3, d)). Hence s is a missing trace value also in 
this case. We have f(M,(l, l))= +3 if 31s and /(n/1,(3, -l))= k3 if 
SE -2 (mod9). The set of such s is A-,. If A= 1, (s, 3)= 1 and s-2 or 
-2(mod9) according as 31n or n- f4(mod9). If n= +4(mod9), by 
the above lemma, s is a missing trace value and [(A4,(3, - 1)) = +9. We see 
n = +4 (mod 9)os E 7 (mod 9), i.e., s satisfies (e), and we obtain 
Ay)(~s~). If 3(n, I(M,(3, l))= +3, and 921Dos-2 (mod92)e91n. By 
the above lemma, s is not a missing trace value if 9 (n. We see n E +3 
(mod 9) o s E 20 (mod 27) i.e., s satisfies ( g). This proves S, = A?’ and 
S,=Ap,vAp’. 
2.5. The Case of X4 
For s E IV,, by Proposition 1.7, s/2 E 1 (mod 8) if u > 2. Hence it is 
enough to consider Z,V and T,. Noting G, c Z( 1) and G4{ (1, 1 ), 
t-l,l))=Z(l), we see / 2,/Z,, n G4 / < 1 G/G, / e Z, c Z( 1 ), and in that 
case Z,YG4 = Z( 1) and Z,V(a + fl) = ( f (a + /I)}. Hence if s in W, is a mis- 
sing trace value, s=9n2+2, or n’-2 andp=2, 3 or (-l/p)= 1 ifpln. If 
s = 3 (mod 4) or s/2 = 3 (mod 4) by Proposition 1.7, s is a missing trace 
value, and for n odd (resp. n even), I(M,Y( 1, 1)) (resp. I( M,Y(2, 1)) = i 8 or 
+4 according as s is of the form 9n’+ 2 or rz- 2. We see 
s/2 = 1 (mod 8) -u,(n)>2 if s=9n2+2, and u2(n) = 1 if s=n2 -2. For 
c,, = 4, we have 
if s=9n’+2 and u,(n)=2 
if s=9n2+2 and u2tn) b 3 
if s=n*-2. 
Let s=9n2 + 2. If u2(n) = 2, u,(D) = 6. Hence by Corollary 1.3(3), it is 
enough to consider the case co = 8. Since f(d)=(d-s/2)2- 
D/4 z 0 (mod 26), d- s/2 + 4 (mod 8). In this case, I(M,(8, 5)) = 8, and 
s E S,,. If u*(n) 3 3, I(M,s(8, 1)) = -8 and s is not a missing trace value. 
If s=n’-2, u,(D)3 7, and u2(D) > 8 on SE +2 (mod 16). If n= 
f. 2 (mod 16), 1( M,Y( 8, 1)) = f 8, and s is not a missing trace value. We see 
n f 0 (mod 8) (resp. n & * 2 (mod 16))0s=9n2+2(resp.n2-2) 
satisfies (a). Thus we obtain S, = A?“) and Ss = A(_“\. 
2.6. The Case of X,, 
As in the case of X,, it suffices to consider Z,Y and T,. By virtue of 
G,2=Z(1), we see IZ,/Z,,nG,,I < lG/G,,I oZ,cZ(l). Ifs is a missing 
trace value, s = n2 + 2, or n2 - 2 and p = 2,3 or ( - l/p) = 1 for p I n. We see 
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n2+2E w,,, and n’-2~ W,,o3ln or n=+2 (mod9). If s& -2 
(mod 9), by taking M,(2”, d) or M,(2”3, d) according as 3 1s or s E 2 
(mod 9), we can proceed in the same way as in the case of X, using 
Lemma 2.2, and we obtain A?:) (C S,) and A’,“)( c Slz). We omit the 
details of the proof. Assume s = -2 (mod 9). This is equivalent to that 
s = n2 - 2 and 3 1 n. By Lemma 2.2, s is not a missing trace value if 9 1 n. 
If o,(n)=l, then u= 1. We see I(M,(3, -l))=O if s~3 (mod4), 
I(M,(6, -l))=O if s/2=3(mod4), and f(M,(12,~/2))=0 if s/2=1 
(mod 8). If s/2 = 1 (mod 8), o,(n)= 1. In this case, we see u2(D) > 7, and 
v,(D) 3 8 on E f2 (mod 16). If n = 5-2 (mod 16), I(M,(24, s/2)) = 12 and 
s is not a missing trace value. We note n & f2 (mod 16), n s + 3 
(mod 9) o s satisfies (a) and (f). Thus we obtain S, = A F;” and 
S,, = A’:,[ J u ,4y). This completes the proof of Theorem 0.1. 
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